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THE most knee jerk exercise prescription for patellofemoral syndrome (PFPS) is
to STRENGTHEN not just the quadriceps but one measly QUARTER of the
quads. Practically everyone who seeks professional care for the condition gets
told to specifically train the VASTUS MEDIALIS OBLIQUUS (VMO) muscle —
the section of the quadriceps that is on the inside of your thigh, which pulls on
the inside edge of your kneecap. This is widely regarded as the gold standard of
therapy for patellofemoral pain. It needs to be demoted.
Quadriceps strengthening is actually an effective treatment,1 just NOT
BECAUSE OF THE VMO — but in countless cases the VMO gets the credit
when general thigh training is what did the trick. Exasperating!

MEET THE QUADRICEPS
The quadriceps muscle is actually four muscles that merge at the kneecap (hence the Latin “quad”).
There’s the fairly skinny rectus femoris section on top, and then three big vasti sections on the outside,
centre, and inside of the thigh: the vastus lateralis, vastus intermedius, and medialis. The kneecap’s
position is partially determined by the “tug-of-war” between these muscles. Alleged tracking problems,
with their unknown (but probably trivial) significance, occur in theory because either the vastus lateralis
is pulling too strongly, or because the vastus medialis is pulling too weakly, or a bit of both, or due to a
problem with the timing (coordination) of contraction — for instance, both sides may be strong enough,
but if the contractions aren’t well coordinated the effect may be asymmetrical. And so on.
The clinical significance of tracking has already been debunked earlier in this book. (Eh? What book?2)
Quick review: Peeler et al found that there is “no significant correlation between any of VM insertion
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length, VM fiber angle, limb alignment, and patellofemoral joint dysfunction location and severity [of
pain]”3 and Balcarek et al established that the VMO is identical in people with and without unstable
patellofemoral joints.4 If the VMO is relevant to the stability of this joint, it involves no visible differences
in the muscle. Any atrophy that might have been found could just as easily be attributed to
disuse BECAUSE of pain — not vice versa.
And how about functional differences? Much the same (as beaten to death in the chapter “Weak and
uncoordinated muscles, perhaps?”): studies have found no differences in the timing activity of the VM in
people with PFPS compared to those without. And again, if there was such a difference, it could be a
symptom.
But here’s the punchline, the coup de grace on this topic, the final VMO uh oh…

IS IT POSSIBLE TO “ISOLATE” VASTUS MEDIALIS CONTRACTION?

None of the above really matters one way or the other if we can’t actually train the VM to pull its weight.
To do that, we need a way of making it contract more than the other parts of the quadriceps: “isolation,”
or at least emphasis, of VM contraction. But is that possible?
Debunkers like myself have said NO, often and loudly, for many years. I’ve called VM isolation a
“pernicious myth,” based one evidence like Mirzabeigi et al 5 — one of many studies over the years that
strongly suggested VM isolation was either impossible (or only possible in the sense that what you see
at Cirque du Soleil is possible, but out of the reach of the average person). In 2002, Malone, Davies, and
Walsh wrote, “The concept of VM isolation through specific exercise should no longer be part of our
lexicon.”6 Such professional opinions have been common for a decade and they are still out there.
We were wrong-ish.
More recent evidence has mostly changed my mind. At least SIX recent studies — all admittedly small,
but also all quite straightforward and probably adequate — have shown that JUST THE RIGHT
EXERCISES do indeed preferentially engage the VM. Not dramatically, but a bit. For whatever it’s worth.
And, interestingly, the methods were quite diverse…
•
•
•
•
•
•

squats with some isometric hip adduction (squeezing your knees together)7
a leg press exercise in the deepest part of the range, plus isometric hip adduction8
sqatting on very unstable surfaces9
squatting SLOWLY with biofeedback10
squats with a wedge (standing on a wedge so that the toes are pointing down)11
deeper squats12
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It’s a little surprising to me that just “deeper squats” does the trick, even a little bit. Did we really have to
wait until 2016 for that discovery? Was that really missed by previous investigations? Science is a slow
process!
So it’s possible to “isolate” the VM. But of course, none of these studies demonstrated anything like real
“isolation” of the VM, just the VM contracting somewhat more relative to the other parts of the quadriceps.
Although I should probably never use the word “impossible” again, it’s unlikely that any average person
can contract the VM on its own, or even anywhere close to it, under any circumstances. That would be
like trying to do a squat using just your butt muscles but no hamstrings — good luck with that.
So what if you can preferentially contract the VM? Does it actually matter?
None of these studies have anything directly to do with the treatment of patellofemoral pain—no one has
even attempted to show that selectively strengthening the VM works better than any other kind of training.
I’ve already presented a lot of evidence that strongly suggests that weak contraction is probably not the
cause, so fixing it probably isn’t the solution. There’s no direct evidence that it doesn’t, but at least one
study tried to answer the question indirectly, and found that patellofemoral joint kinematics and contact
pressures were not significantly influenced by VM strength.”13
Even if the VM is weak in PFPS patient, it’s not obvious that strengthening it is any kind of magic bullet.14
Given everything else we know, I think it’s likely that any benefits that seem to come from VM training
are actually just due to exercising the quadriceps as a whole.
That said, when it’s time to exercise, I don’t see any reason not to emphasize VM contraction on a “just
in case” basis. Do some deeper squats and leg presses. Do them while pinching your knees together.
Squat on a wobble board. The evidence says you will be activating your VM a little more… for whatever
it’s worth. Hooray?
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